
 

Your password to access to the full tutorial is V3NET1AN (case 

sensitive). Go to www.neviepiecakes.com/tutorials and click on the film 

and you will be prompted to insert your password. 

 

Venetian Cake Tutorial 
 

 

I hope that you really enjoy painting this design. The most important thing to 

remember is that you are creating a work of art. You will have your own way of 

painting, you must feel free to trust your own hand. You may make looser marks 

than I do or you may end up with a gorgeous water-colour feel. The more you 

practice the more you will find your natural way of painting.  

If you are nervous about starting to paint straight onto a cake, either cover a 

dummy cake (like I have in the tutorial) or you can even just roll out a piece of 

fondant onto a cake board and use that. 

So get everything you will need together, put on some soothing music and start 

painting. I'm sure you will find the process as exciting as I do. 

Natasha xxx 

http://www.neviepiecakes.com/tutorials


 

Equipment 
Natasha Collins paint brushes 8. 6. 1 ( https://www.squires-shop.com/product/squires-kitchen-brushes-by-

natasha-collins ) - if you are using a different brand they need to be round headed synthetic brushes, and a fine 

bristle, not too stiff. 

Natasha Collins edible paint (https://www.squires-shop.com/catalogue/search/edible+paint) 

Other brands that you can use are Sugarflair, Wilton or dust colours. Some pastes and gels are not suitable to 

paint with, so if you are finding it very difficult it may be the pastes you are using. However don’t use a different 

brand of white paste, a powder version will work much better 

 White 

 Damson 

 Grape 

 Moss 

 Azure 

Rainbow dust metallic dark gold 

Kitchen roll 

An artist palette 

Water in a jar or beaker 

4 A4 sheets of wafer paper  

Tracing paper 

Non-toxic pencil 

250g of modelling paste 

Cocktail sticks 

Large headed pins 

Mini rolling pin (spacers optional) 

Scalpel 

Edible glue and a brush for gluing 

A hydrangea petal cutter (I used the Blossom Sugarart cutter) 

Tin foil squares or a flower making foam pad 

 

Method for the bottom tier 

1. If you wish you can trace the pattern onto the cake, however I would just trace the larger flowers and 

larger leaves, smaller elements can become grey when mixed with the pencil. 

2. Paint a wash using the white, paint around the traced elements, merge the edges in with water, you 

don’t want a harsh line. 

https://www.squires-shop.com/product/squires-kitchen-brushes-by-natasha-collins
https://www.squires-shop.com/product/squires-kitchen-brushes-by-natasha-collins
https://www.squires-shop.com/catalogue/search/edible+paint


 

3. Water down the damson to a light tone and paint the first layer of colour. When painting the rose 

remember to paint the centre, and leave an area under the centre unpainted. 

4. Water down the grape to create a light tone and paint the chrysanthemum and the small flowers 

5. Paint in the leaves with a pale tone of moss, remember to paint in the direction of the veins. 

 



6. Mix up a slightly darker tone of damson ad paint in the centre of the rose and some darker areas on the 

body of the rose. 

7. Add some white highlights on some of the rose buds. Water down some white and paint some faded 

sprigs 

8. Mix up some darker grape tone and add a second layer of petals on the chrysanthemum and on the 

smaller flowers. 

9. Add some shading on the leaves with a darker tone of moss 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



10. Use neat damson for the centre of the rose and shading on the smaller flowers. 

11. Add white highlights onto the flowers and leaves. 

12. Paint neat grape onto the centre of the rose and on the purple flowers. 

13. Paint juniper onto the leaves  

14. Paint in the gold leaves 

 

 

 

 

 

Method for the top tier 

1. Paint a line of gold paint around the bottom of the tier 

2. Paint the wafer sheets with the gold, leave them for a minute or so until they are easily manipulated and 

drape them over the tier. Remember that the sheets will shrink as they dry. 

Method for the cut-outs 



1. Roll the modelling paste to a thickness of around 2mm (only paint two or three flowers at a time so that 

the paste doesn’t dry out.) Trace the flowers and large leaves on to the paste if you wish. 

2. Use a watered down tone of grape and damson to paint in the flower petals. Leave the centre of the 

flowers without paint. 

3. Use a watered down tone of moss to paint the leaves. 

4. Don’t worry about leaving white areas on the elements, when you cut the shape the white area will 

contrast with the coloured fondant. 

 

5. Paint in the petals using a darker tone of grape or damson, paint most of the shading near the centre of 

the flowers. 

6. Use a darker tone of moss to add shading to the leaves. And add a dot of green to the centre of the 

hydrangea flower. 

 

 



 

7. Add the centre to the flowers with a medium tone of grape or damson. Then use the colour neat from 

the pot to add the final darker tones on the centres. 

8. Paint a little neat juniper onto the leaves. 

9. Cut out the flowers and leave them on the foil or matt to dry. For the cake I have used one large flower, 

three medium sized flowers, two smaller flowers, nine hydrangea flowers, six large leaves and eight mini 

leaves. When they are dry stick them to the cake with the edible glue. You can use a large pin to hold 

them in place until they are firm. Stick some to a cocktail stick and place this on the top of the cake. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Templates 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Layout of the cake  
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